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“Is there no one in the passenger seat? The woman tossed a flirty look at Samuel. 

Samuel looked her up and down and claimed, “I’m the vehicle driver.” 

Upon hearing this, the female’s expression changed in a split second. She gritted her teeth 

as well as stated, “It’s a waste of my time. Why really did not you tell me previously that 

you’re a lousy chauffeur?” 

” I’m the driver. Do I have to use a brand on my neck?” Samuel grinned helplessly. 

Nevertheless, this female was obviously not curious about him anymore. She turned around 

as well as left, as well careless to care what he said. 

Samuel sighed. It seemed that she was a high-ranking gold digger, however in reality, she 

was ugly inside and could do anything for money. 

 

” Wow, pal, you have actually wasted an excellent chance. This sort of lady can be quickly 

capitalized on, but you do not desire it.” A voice of aversion appeared in Samuel’s ears. 

Samuel turned his head to look. Although the man had actually become a new set of 

clothes, Samuel still remembered what he appeared like. 

” It’s you.” 

 

” What the fuck, it’s you!” Qingyun took a look at Samuel in shock. 

Samuel said, not knowing whether to laugh or cry. Last time, this man claimed to be a Taoist 

clergyman and also stated something concerning a fated individual, which made Samuel 

really feel that he was a phony. 

” What am I doing? Check out the street,” said Qingyun. 



Samuel browsed and also located second best. He asked in confusion, “What occurred on 

the street?” 

” There are numerous ladies worn simple clothes. You can not be a serious bespectacled, 

can you?” Qingyun rolled his eyes as well as said. 

Samuel was without words. This individual was without a doubt a liar. 

Look at so many white legs and such attractive landscapes. As well as now numerous 

Internet red streets are coming from here,” said Qingyun with a covetous face. 

” You’re a fake Taoist clergyman. Don’t exist to me. Let’s see if an appeal can fill your belly,” 

Samuel stated. 

Speaking of his tummy, Qingyun touched it unconsciously. The stomach growled as well as 

he put his arm around Samuel’s shoulder, looking really enthusiastic. He stated, “Since we 

are destined to satisfy, why don’t I assist you today?” 

” Are we fated to be married? Are we lucky? Or do you desire me to treat you to 

something?” Samuel asked. 

Qingyun’s suggestion was seen via, he did not feel self-conscious. He said, “I recognize a 

renowned delicacy on this street. With your wide range, you ought to have the ability to 

manage it, Big Brother Lanbo.” 

“Why should I welcome you?” Samuel asked. 

“With your tall and solid picture, you’re good-looking. When faced with appeal, you’re not 

swayed. You’re abundant, gifted, and also knowledgeable. You’re stylish, handsome, as well 

as imposing. Is that sufficient?” said Qingyun, with spittle flying all over the place. 

Hearing this nonsense, Samuel did not know whether to laugh or cry. This person took off 

his Taoist robe as if he had actually become another person. He was no different from a 

hooligan. 

“Yet what does it have to do with you? It’s my business that I’m exceptional,” Samuel said. 

Allow’s go. Qingyun put his arm around Samuel’s shoulder and also drove him to the field 

without waiting for Samuel’s authorization. 



Involving the restaurant that Qingyun mentioned, Samuel was speechless once more. Just 

how risk he, a bad Taoist priest, come to such a high-class area to eat? There were no 

recipes less than four numbers on the menu. 

“Bro, my name is Qingyun. What’s your name?” Qingyun bought the dishes and asked 

Samuel. 

 


